Mythology Research Pathfinder

What is a research pathfinder? A research pathfinder intended to help you get started doing research on a particular topic. Pathfinders can provide trustworthy links to webpages and databases. The information students find within these resources will provide information that is valid & reliable.

Websites:

- **MythWeb**: http://www.mythweb.com/ -- Site is a good place to start your research and provides basic information on the Greek gods and goddesses.

- **The Encyclopedia Mythica**: http://www.pantheon.org/areas/mythology/europe/greek/

- **Encyclopedia Mythica-Pictures** -- Site offers a detailed encyclopedia with links to all the known Greek gods and goddesses.

- **The BBC's The Greek Myths**: http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/h2g2/A648056 -- Site is useful for comprehensive information on the major Greek heroes, gods & demi-gods.

- **Theoi Greek Mythology** - The THEOI Project web site is a comprehensive collection of encyclopedia articles, maps, galleries, and guides for learning about Greek mythology. In particular, this site focuses on ancient Greek gods, spirits, and monsters.

- **The Classics Pages**

- **Bitesize Greek Page** from the BBC

- **Ancient Greeks: Gods & Heroes** from the BBC